Dog Adoption Agreement: Greenmore Farm Animal Rescue, 501(c)(3)

Dog Name:__________________Breed:____________________Age:___________Sex:_____
Altered: Y/N* Coloring: ___________________Weight: _________GFAR rep._____________
Adopter’s name: ___________________________________Phone: ________________________
Address:________________________________________________City:___________________
State:

Zip code: ___________ Email address: ____________________________________

I agree to adopt the above dog from Greenmore Farm Animal Rescue (GFAR) as a pet for me and my
family. I understand that GFAR is transferring ownership of the dog to me and that if I do not adhere to
any of the following conditions, GFAR reserves the right to reclaim my dog immediately.
_____*If not yet altered, my dog will be altered in accordance with the attached Spay/Neuter Agreement.
_____ My dog will always have access to water and will be fed daily;
My dog will visit a veterinarian within 2 weeks of adoption and will have yearly wellness visits;
My dog will be kept up to date on vaccinations, as recommended by my vet;
My dog will be leash-walked or exercised regularly in a fenced-in area;
My dog will always wear an appropriately snug-fitting collar or harness when outside my home;
My dog will not be tethered to a tie-out line or trolley, and I will avoid using a retractable leash;
My dog will not be left outside to roam freely or kept outside during cold or inclement weather.
_____ I will register my dog’s micro-chip within 72 hours, according to the instructions I was given.
I agree not to abandon, give away, sell, or surrender my dog to an animal shelter. I will notify GFAR if I
wish to return my dog and, and I will return the dog to GFAR as soon as it can be arranged and as kennel
space allows. I understand that GFAR is not able to take back a dog that has become aggressive to
humans. Should my dog develop an untreatable health or behavioral condition, I will consult my
veterinarian as to how to proceed humanely.
I understand that dogs may come into the rescue with incomplete health or behavioral histories. GFAR
takes care of the dogs’ health needs at the rescue, but does not retain copies of the health summary. Once
I adopt my dog, I assume all the risks and expenses of its lifetime care and treatment.
By signing below, I agree that I have reviewed and received the original records for my dog, I understand
all the conditions above, and I recognize that this is a legal and binding contract.
Adopter Signature:___________________________________________Date:____________
Non-refundable adoption donation: Cash: $350

Credit/debit card $375.00

Donation amount: _________________ Date:_______ (write confirmation # below)
Your donation is tax deductible to the full extent of the law.

